Half Watched.

You know that game kids play when there is something spooky like a scary movie and you watch
between your fingers because you kinda don’t want to watch and you kinda do. I half watched
St.Kilda half play last night on the TV. It was the most reluctant I have ever been to watch a game.
Gone is the enthusiasm of the last few years, that feeling of excitement and what will the game
bring. I could barely poke a space between the fingers in front of my eyes to peek.

There were only a few new players, Stevens, Stanley, Armitage, but mostly the Grand Final side
which looked slow and baffled. They started off with a quick few goals but it was a struggle after
that until the final quarter. The most surprising for me was the different Brendan Goddard, even
though he played better, he made three errors of passing the ball within a small area of confusion in
front of opposition goals which led to turnovers and goals for Brisbane.

The Brisbane Lions played well and dominated for most of the Game. Their forward and defensive
pressure was good and they looked as if they scored more easily than St.Kilda. It had started well
with a number of goals to St.Kilda but Brisbane answered in the second half of the first quarter.
St.Kilda didn’t score again until 35 playing minutes later.

I started playing solitaire on my IPhone. I couldn’t bear to watch and so I didn’t. I half listened to
the TV commentary and wouldn’t look unless I heard some forward pressure and scoring.

Brisbanes inaccuracy hurt them because if some of that was converted to goals, they would have
beaten us easily.

It was a close game throughout, only a few goals kicked and then the other would kick. The
commentators joked about another draw. I liked Brisbanes young guns who have gained confidence
and think they will do well soon.

Stevens was very good for the Saints, as was Montagna and Milne stood up better with two goals.
Shneider was back and did some good solid goaling to end up with 3. Reiwoldt was there competing
but got frustrated that the ball spent so much time at the other end, giving the Brisbane Lion
forwards more attempts at goal.

We did some terrible passes backwards and had the ball taken away. We made amateur holding the
ball runs that led to 2 free kicks to Brisbane, both with 50 metres attached to them. Again, if
Brisbane had made better of these scoring opportunities, we would be done like a roast dinner.

Kosi did nothing, Stanley did nothing. A defender accidently stood on Kosi’s ankle in the last quarter
and it looked ugly. A few players went down, Fischer looked like he’d hurt a hamstring but returned
and seemed OK. McWalter came on as a sub and Stanley went off, injured I think. Minnie played
with some energy when the rest looked tired.

It was a damp, hot night in Brisbane, but St.Kilda turned on some goals in the last quarter to get a
decent 3 goal lead and Brisbanes attempts to get back in the game were too late.

A win is a win but when they showed who St.Kilda were playing the next 8 rounds, I cringed. We
can’t get away with playing like this against the Crows, Blues, Hawks, Demons, Dockers, Magpies,
Bulldogs and Cats. Then in round 14 we have another bye and go against some weaker teams but
play the Pies, Swans, Kangaroos and Blues to end the season. Ugly as.

It is true that Brendon Goddard is out of contract at the end of this year and in negotiations, and
why do I feel like he’ll choose to go somewhere else? He’s looked so out of sorts over the last 4
weeks, is it internal conflict? When he’s not playing well, we don’t play well. He was more in the
game yesterday and that lifts us to be able to win by 13 points.

Gone is the pleasure in watching “Saints Footy”. In its place is watching a drama unfold and wanting
to wait until the end of the game to know the results. Then I can relax. Perhaps I’ll only watch
replays and not live games for a while. After the last couple of years, my nerves are shot and I
wonder if my boys feel the same.

PS: reading the Footy Almanac from last year, at Round 5 Anzac weekend St.Kilda won 5-0. What a
difference a year makes.

Yvette Wroby

